Vitam’s Agile Manifesto:
For public agencies, in order to provide long term access to their digital information, Vitam proposes a free archiving software, scalable, simple and easily interfaced and integrated, which permits unitary and secured management of billion objects. And targets its adoption by the largest number of public agencies.

Objectives
- Develop open source software to manage and preserve digital documents and archives
- Think big data
- Respect the OAIS model
- Work in agile method
- Encourage contributions and collaborative work
- Accompany the acculturation of archivists through user feedbacks or thematic workshops (preservation, electronic signature, Ark identifiers).

Actors
PREMIER MINISTRE
Direction interministérielle du numérique

PREMIER MINISTRE
Comité interministériel Archivies de France

MINISTÈRE DES ARMÉES
Liberté Égalité Fraternité

MINISTÈRE DE LA CULTURE
Liberté Égalité Fraternité

MINISTÈRE DE L’EUROPE ET DES AFFAIRES ÉTRANGÈRES
Liberté Égalité Fraternité

Users Club : 50 members among which 8 EAS in production with Vitam
- dissemination and reuse of the Vitam software,
- promote and federate all activities of financial support, consulting and accompaniment of digital archiving projects,
- 11 local authorities, 8 ministries, 1 university, 14 government operators, 16 companies in the digital sector (software publishers, integrators, audit and consulting firms).